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(57) ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is an apparatus for controlling an enable interval 
of a signal controlling an operation of data buses which 
connect a bit line sense amplifier with a data sense amplifier 
according to a variation of an operational frequency of a 
memory device. The apparatus comprises a pulse width 
control section for changing the pulse width of an input 
signal depending on the operational frequency of the 
memory device after receiving the input signal, a signal 
transmission section for buffering a signal outputted from 
the pulse width control section, and an output section for 
receiving a signal outputted from the signal transmission 
section so as to output a first signal for controlling the signal 
to control the operation of the data buses. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
CONTROLLING ENABLE TIME OF SIGNAL 
CONTROLLING OPERATION OF DATA 

BUSES OF MEMORY DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a method for controlling 

the operation of a sense amplifier for a memory device, and 
more particularly to a method capable of controlling an 
operation period of a sense amplifier according to variation 
of an operational frequency of a memory device. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
FIG. 1 is a view for explaining a read operation and a 

write operation of a general memory device. 
As shown in FIG. 1, during the write operation, data 

applied through an input/output data pad are transferred to a 
bit line sense amplifier through a data input buffer, a data 
input register, and a write driver. Also, during the read 
operation, cell data amplified by the bit line sense amplifier 
are transferred to the input/output data pad through a data 
sense amplifier, a pipe register, and a data output buffer. 

In FIG. 1, signal “Yi' is a pulse signal for controlling the 
operation of data buses which connect the bit line sense 
amplifier with the data sense amplifier. While the signal “Yi' 
controlling the data buses is enabled, write data are trans 
ferred from the write driver to the bit line sense amplifier, 
and read data are transferred from the bit line sense amplifier 
to the data sense amplifier. Therefore, in order to transfer 
valid data during an active operation, that is, during the read 
operation or the write operation, the wider pulse width of the 
signal “Yi' is, the more profitable it becomes. This permits 
data to be better restored under the same “tDPL condition, 
thereby also obtaining an effect of improving the “t)PL, in 
which the “tDPL is a time interval from a time when a CAS 
pulse is generated internally by a write command to a time 
when a precharge pulse signal is generated internally by a 
precharge command. Therefore, in most cases, the pulse 
width of the signal “Yi' is set as large as possible and the 
pulse width of the signal “Yi' is reduced in use if necessary. 
For reference, when the operational frequency of a memory 
device increases, that is, when the clock period decreases, 
the tolerable pulse width of the signal “Yi' decreases. 

Herein, the above-mentioned signal “Yi' is created by 
receiving a read/write strobe pulse signal “rdwtstbzp13 
outputted from a read/write strobe pulse generating circuit, 
so the description of a read/write strobe pulse generating 
circuit will be followed. 

FIG. 2A is a circuit diagram illustrating an example of a 
conventional read/write strobe pulse generating circuit, and 
FIG. 2B is a waveform view for explaining the operation of 
the circuit shown in FIG. 2A. 

In FIG. 2A, signal “extyp8” and signal “icasp6' are used 
for making a “short status or an “open status between a 
data transmission line of a memory cell array and a data 
transmission line of a peripheral circuit so as to read data 
stored in the cell array (core region) of a memory device into 
the peripheral circuit and to write data applied from the 
peripheral circuit into the memory cell array. For conve 
nience of description, it will be defined that one region, 
which includes a memory cell and a bit line sense amplifier, 
is called a core region, and the other region is called a 
peripheral circuit. 

To be more specific, the signal "extyp8” is a pulse signal 
generated in synchronization with a clock signal when a read 
or a write command (burst command) is applied from 
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2 
outside. The signal “icasp6' is used to operate the memory 
device through creating a self burst operation command 
corresponding to a burst length, which is preset by MRS, 
from a point of a predetermined clock created later than a 
clock, to which the read or write command is applied from 
an exterior, by 1 period. 

Signal “rdwtstbzp13” is enabled by an entire burst length 
which is determined by the MRS in synchronization with a 
burst operation command whenever the burst operation 
command (External-extyp8&Internalicasp61) is enabled. 
That is, the signal “rdwtstbzp 13 represents an activation 
time of an input/output sense amplifier, which is used to 
Sufficiently amplify data transmitted from the core region 
into the peripheral circuit so as to transmit output data to a 
buffer. Also, the signal “rdwtstbzp13” is to reset a data 
transmission line of the peripheral circuit after amplification 
and transmission of data is completed. 

Signal “pwrup' is used to set an initial value and is 
maintained at a low level after falling down to the low level 
from a high level. Signal “term z is to be used during a test 
mode and is maintained at a low level during a normal 
operation. Signal “tm_clk.pulsez' is to be used during the 
test mode. These signals will be described in more detail 
when the present invention is described. 
The circuit operation of FIG. 2A will be described with 

reference to the waveform view shown in FIG. 2B. 

As shown in FIG. 2B, when a read/write command is 
created in Synchronization with a clock signal, the pulse 
signal "extyp8” is generated. When the pulse signal 
“extyp8 is generated, a plurality of pulses “icasp6” are 
sequentially generated in synchronization with the following 
clocks. As shown in this drawing, a read/write strobe pulse 
signal is generated in Synchronization with rising edges of 
the pulse signals “extyp8 and “icasp6”. 

Referring to the conventional circuit of FIG. 2, it is 
understood that a pulse width control section 200 determin 
ing a pulse width of the read/write strobe pulse signal 
“rdwtstbzp13” has been set regardless of an operational 
frequency of the memory device. That is, a delay time of a 
delay unit 20 in the pulse width control section 200 is fixed, 
so that there is no alternative but to output a signal having 
a constant pulse width from the pulse width control section 
2OO. 

However, in the case in which the operational frequency 
of the memory device is varied, it is necessary to control the 
pulse width of the read/write strobe pulse signal “rdwtst 
bzp13”. 

Conventionally, when the operational frequency of the 
memory device is varied, it is necessary to adjust the delay 
time of the delay unit 20 by correcting a metal option during 
FIB work. However, such a conventional method may cause 
an expensive cost and much time. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, the present invention has been made to solve 
the above-mentioned problems occurring in the prior art, 
and an object of the present invention is to provide a method 
for automatically controlling the pulse width of a signal 
outputted from a pulse width control section depending on 
variation of an operational frequency of a memory device. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method for controlling the pulse width of a read/write strobe 
pulse signal “rdwtstbzp13 depending on variation of an 
external clock signal. 
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Still another object of the present invention is to provide 
a read/write strobe pulse generating circuit, which is com 
monly used even if an operational frequency of a memory 
device varies. 

Still another object of the present invention is to provide 
a method for delaying a pulse signal outputted from the 
read/write strobe pulse generating circuit and for controlling 
the width of the pulse signal by applying an external address 
signal during a test mode. 

In order to accomplish this object, there is provided a 
method for controlling an enable interval of a signal con 
trolling an operation of data buses which connect a bit line 
sense amplifier with a data sense amplifier according to a 
variation of an operational frequency of a memory device, 
the method comprising the steps of: (a) receiving an input 
signal; (b) receiving the input signal and changing the pulse 
width of the input signal depending on a variation of a 
frequency of a clock signal of the memory device, thereby 
outputting a first signal; and (c) controlling the pulse width 
of the signal controlling the operation of the data buses 
which connect the bit line sense amplifier with the data sense 
amplifier by using the first signal. 

In addition, step (b) may further comprise a step of 
additionally controlling the pulse width of the first signal by 
using an address signal. 

In accordance with another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided an apparatus for controlling an enable 
interval of a signal controlling an operation of data buses 
which connect a bit line sense amplifier with a data sense 
amplifier according to a variation of an operational fre 
quency of a memory device, the apparatus comprising: a 
pulse width control section for changing the pulse width of 
an input signal depending on the operational frequency of 
the memory device after receiving the input signal; a signal 
transmission section for buffering a signal outputted from 
the pulse width control section; and an output section for 
receiving a signal outputted from the signal transmission 
section so as to output a first signal for controlling the signal 
to control the operation of the data buses. 

In addition, the pulse width control section receives a 
clock signal of the memory device in order to judge a range 
of the operational frequency of the memory device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other objects, features and advantages of 
the present invention will be more apparent from the fol 
lowing detailed description taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a view for explaining a read operation and a 
write operation of a general memory device; 

FIG. 2A is a circuit diagram illustrating an example of a 
conventional read/write strobe pulse generating circuit; 

FIG. 2B is a waveform view for explaining the operation 
of the circuit shown in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram illustrating a read/write strobe 
pulse generating circuit according to one embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIGS. 4 to 6 are circuit diagrams illustrating an example 
of a pulse width control section shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 7 is a waveform view for explaining the operation of 
the conventional circuit shown in FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 8 is a waveform view for illustrating an example of 
signals used in the circuit shown in FIG. 4 according to the 
present invention; 
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FIG. 9 is a waveform view illustrating variation of logic 

levels of flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 depending on 
frequencies of clock signals "clk in', and 

FIG. 10 is a view illustrating waveforms of an output 
signal “rdwtstbzp13 when a route between nodes C and D 
shown in FIG. 6 is used. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion will be described with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. In the following description and drawings, the 
same reference numerals are used to designate the same or 
similar components, and so repetition of the description on 
the same or similar components will be omitted. 

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram illustrating a read/write strobe 
pulse generating circuit according to one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

In comparison with the circuit of FIG. 2A, the circuit 
shown in FIG.3 has a different feature in that a pulse width 
control section 300 is controlled by a clock signal “clk-in'. 
The circuit of FIG. 3 includes an input signal receiving 

section 310, the pulse width control section 300, a signal 
transmission section 320, a circuit section 330 for a test 
mode, and an output section 340. 
The input signal receiving section 310 includes inverters 

INV30 and INV31 and a NAND gate NAND30. An input 
signal “extyp8 is applied into the inverter INV30, and an 
input signal “icasp6' is applied into the inverter INV31. 
Output signals of the inverters INV30 and INV31 are 
applied into the NAND gate NAND30. 
The pulse width control section 300 receives an output 

signal of the NAND gate NAND30, a test mode signal 
“tmZ 1’, a clock signal "clk in', and address signals 
“add O' and “add 1. The output signal of the NAND gate 
NAND30 is applied into the pulse width control section 300 
through node A, and then outputted through node B after 
being delayed for a predetermined period of time. At this 
time, it is possible to change the pulse width of a signal 
outputted through node B by using the clock signal "clk in'. 
For reference, the test mode signal “tmz. 1 is a control 
signal for determining whether or not a current state is in a 
test mode. The test mode is maintained while the test mode 
signal “tmZ 1” has a low level, and test mode signal 
“tmZ 1 is maintained at a high level during a normal 
operation mode. The address signals “add 0 and “add 1 
are external address signals and used during the test mode. 
The functions of these signals will be described in detail 
with a specific circuit in the following description. 
The signal transmission section 320 includes inverters 

INV32, INV33, and INV34 for receiving and buffering a 
signal outputted from the pulse width control section. 
The circuit section 330 for the test mode includes tran 

sistors P31, P32, and N31, and a latch section 301. That is, 
as shown in the drawing, the circuit section 330 for the test 
mode includes a PMOS transistor P31 and an NMOS 
transistor N31 connected in series between a power supply 
voltage and ground, a PMOS transistor P32 connected 
between a power supply voltage and node NODE31, and a 
latch section 301 for latching a signal of node NODE31. In 
FIG. 3, termz is a signal used for the test mode, and signal 
“pwrup” has been already described in FIG. 2A. 
The output section 340 includes a NAND gate 302 and 

inverters INV35 and INV36. The NAND gate 302 receives 
an output signal of the inverter INV34, the signal “termz, 
and an output signal of the latch section 301. Herein, the 
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signal “termz' functions to shield the read/write strobe pulse 
signal “rdwtstbzp13. An output signal of the NAND gate 
302 is applied into the inverters INV35 and INV36 which 
are connected in series with each other. An output signal of 
the inverter INV36, which is an output signal of the output 
section 340, is the read/write strobe pulse signal “rdwtst 
bzp13”. 

During a normal operation mode, the input signals 
“extyp8” and “icasp6” are outputted as a read/write strobe 
pulse signal “rdwtstbzp 13 after a predetermined period of 
time lapses. In this case, the pulse width control section 300 
controls the pulse width of the input signals “extyp8 and 
“icasp6' applied through node A by using a clock signal 
"clk in which is changed depending on variation of an 
operational frequency, and thereby the pulse width of the 
read/write strobe pulse signal “rdwtstbzp13” can be con 
trolled. 

FIGS. 4 to 6 are circuit diagrams illustrating an example 
of the pulse width control section 300 shown in FIG. 3. As 
described later in this document, in order to detect an 
operational frequency of the memory device, the clock 
signal “clk in' is applied into the pulse width control 
section 300. Also, when entering into the test mode, a test 
modesignal “tmz. 1 is applied into the pulse width control 
section 300. In addition, when entering into the test mode, 
the address signals “add O' and “add 1 are applied to 
perform delay tuning. For reference, nodes A and B repre 
sented in FIG. 5 correspond to nodes A and B of FIG. 3, 
respectively. Also, nodes C and D represented in FIG. 5 
correspond to nodes C and D shown in FIG. 6. 

Hereinafter, circuits shown in FIGS. 4 to 6 will be 
described in more detail. 

FIG. 4 shows a circuit which receives the clock signal 
“clk in so as to output signals “dec Oz'. “dec 1z’, and 
“dec 2z' determining an operational frequency range of the 
memory device. That is, the circuit shown in FIG. 4 receives 
the clock signal “clk in' to create a plurality of internal 
signals “dlic4 ref, “dlic4”, “dlic4d1”, “dlic4d2”, “cmp', 
“flag 1, and “flag 2, thereby judging an operational 
frequency of the memory device. Subsequently, the circuit 
shown in FIG. 4 outputs the operation frequency determi 
nation signals “dec Oz'. “dec 1z’, and “dec 2z' for 
determining the operational frequency of the memory 
device. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the clock signal “clk in' is inputted 

into a frequency divider 400. The frequency divider 400 
outputs a frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref having a 
longer period than that of the clock signal "clk in'. As 
shown in a waveform view of FIG. 8, the period of the 
frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref is four times as long as 
the clock signal “clk in'. In this case, the section of the low 
level of the frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref is identical 
to period “tCLK' of the clock signal “clk in'. However, a 
person having ordinary skill in the art may control the period 
of the frequency-division signal "dlic4 ref according to 
necessity. The frequency-division signal "dlic4 ref is 
applied into a buffer means 401 including an odd number of 
inverters to be delayed for a predetermined period of time, 
and is then outputted with its phase inverted. The frequency 
division signal having an inversed phase is represented as 
“dlic4". Waveforms of these signals “dlic4 ref and “dlic4” 
are shown in FIG. 8. 

Referring to FIG. 4, the frequency-division signal 
“dlic4 ref and the frequency-division signal “dlic4” having 
an inverted phase are applied into an NAND gate NAND41. 
An output signal of the NAND gate NAND41 is applied into 
a delay section 406 and a NOR gate NOR41. The NOR gate 
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6 
NOR41 receives the output signal of the NAND gate 
NAND41 and an output signal of the delay section 406 to 
output the pulse signal 'cmp'. The output signal 'cmp' of 
the NOR gate NOR41 is shown in FIG. 8. Also, the 
frequency-division signal “dlic4” having an inverted phase 
is applied into each of delay sections delay A and delay B. 
Herein, delay times of the delay sections delay A and 
delay B are different from each other. Output signals of the 
delay sections delay A and delay B are represented as 
“dlic4d1” and “dlic4d2, respectively. 
The output signal “dlic4d1 of the delay section delay A 

and the frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref are applied 
into a flip-flop circuit 402. The flip-flop 402 includes two 
NAND gates and input terminals and output terminals 
thereof are crossed with each other. Output signals outputted 
from two output terminals of the flip-flop 402 are repre 
sented as “X” and “Y”, respectively. 
The output signal “dlic4d2 of the delay section delay B 

and the frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref are applied 
into a flip-flop circuit 403. The flip-flop 403 includes two 
NAND gates, and input terminals and output terminals 
thereof are crossed with each other. Output signals outputted 
from two output terminals of the flip-flop 403 are repre 
sented as “W' and “Z”, respectively. 

Subsequently, an NAND gate NAND42 receives the 
output signal “cmp' of the NOR gate NOR41 and the output 
signal “X” of the flip-flop 402. An NAND gate NAND43 
receives the output signal “cmp' of the NOR gate NOR41 
and the output signal “Y” of the flip-flop 402. An NAND 
gate NAND44 receives the output signal “cmp' of the NOR 
gate NOR41 and the output signal “W of the flip-flop 403. 
An NAND gate NAND45 receives the output signal “cmp” 
of the NOR gate NOR41 and the output signal “Z” of the 
flip-flop 403. 
An output signal of the NAND gate NAND42 and an 

output signal of the NAND gate NAND42 are applied into 
a flip-flop 404. The flip-flop 404 includes two NAND gates, 
and input terminals and output terminals thereof are crossed 
with each other. In FIG. 4, an output signal of the flip-flop 
404 is represented as “flag 1. 
An output signal of the NAND gate NAND44 and an 

output signal of the NAND gate NAND45 are applied into 
a flip-flop 405. The flip-flop 405 includes two NAND gates, 
and input terminals and output terminals thereof are crossed 
with each other. In FIG. 4, an output signal of the flip-flop 
405 is represented as “flag 2. 

For reference, when the delay time of the delay section 
408 is longer than that of the delay section 407 (that is, when 
“delay A' is smaller than “delay B), logic levels of flag 
signals are as followings. 
When “tCK-delay A', both flag signals “flag 1 and 

“flag 2 have a low level. Herein, “tCK' is a period of the 
clock signal "clk in'. 
When “delay AztCK-delay B, the flag signal “flag 1 

has a high level, and the flag signal “flag 2 has a low 
level. 
When “tCK>delay B, both flag signals “flag 1 and 

“flag 2 have a high level. 
In FIG. 4, the flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 are 

applied into inverters INV41 and INV42, respectively. Each 
output signal of the inverters INV41 and INV42 are applied 
into a NAND gate NAND46. The NAND gate NAND46 
outputs an operation frequency determination signal "dec 
OZ. 

Subsequently, the flag signal “flg 2 is applied into an 
inverter INV43. An output signal of the inverter INV43 and 
the flag signal “flag 1 are applied into an NAND gate 
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NAND47. The NAND gate NAND47 outputs an operation 
frequency determination signal "dec 1Z. 

Finally, the flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 are 
applied into an NAND gate NAND48. The NAND gate 
NAND48 outputs an operation frequency determination 
signal “dec 2Z. 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are circuit diagrams illustrating an example 
of the pulse width control section 300 shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5 is a circuit for showing a method controlling a 
delay time of the pulse width control section 300 by using 
the operation frequency determination signal "dec 2Z. 
FIG. 6, which shows a circuit located between nodes C and 
D shown in FIG. 5, is a delay circuit for additionally tuning 
a degree of delay by using the address signals "add 0' and 
“add 1 when entering into the test mode. That is, the 
circuit shown in FIG. 6 controls an additional amount of 
delay time using the address signals “add O' and “add 1. 

Hereinafter, circuits of FIGS. 5 and 6 will be described in 
detail. 
The circuit of FIG. 5 includes a plurality of delay sections 

501, 502, 503, and 504, and a plurality of switching units 
511, 512, 514, 515 and 516 controlled by the operation 
frequency determination signals “dec 0Z”, “dec 1z, and 
“dec 2Z’’. Each of transformation sections 517 and 518 
includes a NAND gate and an inverter connected in series 
with each other. One input terminal of each of the transfor 
mation sections 517 and 518 receives a signal on node A. 

In FIG. 5, a total delay time corresponds to a route from 
node A to node B. Herein, nodes A and B shown in FIG. 5 
are identical to nodes A and B of FIG. 3. 
A signal inputted through node A of FIG. 5 is either the 

signal "extyp8” or the signal “icasp6” which is an output 
signal of the input signal receiving section 310 in FIG. 3. 

In FIG. 5, turning on and turning off operations of the 
switching units 511 and 514 are controlled by the operation 
frequency determination signals “dec 1z' and “dec 2Z. 
Turning on and turning off operations of the Switching unit 
512 are controlled by the operation frequency determination 
signal “dec 0z. Turning on and turning off operations of 
the switching unit 515 are controlled by the operation 
frequency determination signal “dec 2z. Turning on and 
turning off operations of the switching unit 516 are con 
trolled by the test mode signal “tmz. 1. 

In operation, when output signals of NAND gates 
NAND51 and NAND52 receiving the operation frequency 
determination signals “dec 1z' and “dec 2z” have a high 
level, the switching units 511 and 514 are turned on. 
Therefore, a signal inputted through node A passes through 
the delay section 501, the transformation section 517, the 
delay sections 502 and 503, the transformation section 518. 
and the switching unit 514. Herein, the switching unit 515 is 
controlled by the operation frequency determination signal 
“dec 2Z. Therefore, the signal passing through the Switch 
ing unit 514 is transferred to node C via the delay section 
504 when the operation frequency determination signal 
“dec 2Z’ has a low level, while the signal passing through 
the switching unit 514 is transferred directly to node C when 
the operation frequency determination signal “dec 2Z’ has 
a high level. 

In operation, when the switching unit 512 is turned on by 
the operation frequency determination signal “dec Oz, a 
signal inputted through node A passes through the delay 
section 501, the transformation section 517, and the switch 
ing unit 512. The signal passing through the Switching unit 
512 is transferred to node C via the delay section 504 when 
the operation frequency determination signal “dec 2Z’ has 
a low level, while the signal passing through the Switching 
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8 
unit 512 is transferred directly to node C when the operation 
frequency determination signal "dec 2Z’ has a high level. 

Subsequently, the signal of node C is transferred to node 
B through the switching unit 516. As shown in FIGS. 3, 5, 
and 6, a signal of node C is transferred through either a route 
of nodes C-B or a route of nodes C-D-B. 

In FIG. 5, turning on and turning off operations of the 
switching unit 516 are controlled by the test mode signal 
“tmZ 1. In the case of a test mode, the test mode signal 
“tmz. 1 is maintained at a low level. In the case of a normal 
operation mode, the test mode signal “tmZ 1 is maintained 
at a high level. 

In the case of the normal operation mode, a signal of node 
C passes through a route of nodes C-B. That is, the signal of 
node C is transferred to node B after passing through the 
switching unit 516, an inverter INV51, and an NAND gate 
NAND53. Herein, the NAND gate NAND53 receives an 
output signal of the inverter INV51 and a signal of node A. 

In contrast, in the case of the test mode, the signal of node 
C is transferred to node D via the circuit shown in FIG. 6. 
The signal transferred to node D is transferred to node B 
through the switching unit 516, the inverter INV51, and the 
NAND gate NAND53 shown in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 6 shows a circuit diagram illustrating an example of 
circuits aligned located between nodes C and D of FIG. 5, 
and is to additionally control an amount of delay time by 
using address signals. 
The circuit of FIG. 6 includes a plurality of delay sections 

600, 601, 602, 603, and 604, a plurality of switching units 
611, 612, 613. 614, and 615 controlled by address signals, 
and transformation sections 617 and 618. Each of the 
transformation sections 617 and 618 includes a NAND gate 
and an inverter which are connected in series with each 
other. One terminal of each of the transformation sections 
617 and 618 receives a signal on node C. In FIG. 6, a total 
delay time corresponds to a route from node C to node D. 
Herein, nodes C and D shown in FIG. 6 are identical to 
nodes C and D of FIG. 5. As described later in this 
document, a NAND gate NAND63 of FIG. 6 receives a 
signal on node C through one input terminal of the NAND 
gate NAND63. 

In FIG. 6, the address signals “add O' and “add 1. 
having passed through an inverter, are represented as 
address bar signals “add Ob” and “add 1b, respectively. 
As shown in this drawing, selecting signals “sel 3Z”, “sel 
2Z”, “sel 1z’, and “sel Oz, controlling turn on and off 
operations of Switching units, are created by combinations 
of values of the address signals. 
As shown in FIG. 6, when both address signals “add O' 

and “add 1 have a low level, the selecting signal “sel 3Z” 
is enabled as a low level. When the address signals “add O' 
and “add 1 have a low level and a high level, respectively, 
the selecting signal “sel 2z is enabled as a low level. When 
the address signals “add O' and “add 1 have a high level 
and a low level, respectively, the selecting signal 'sel 1z' 
is enabled as a low level. When both address signals 
“add O' and “add 1 have a high level, the selecting signal 
“sel Oz is enabled as a low level. 

In FIG. 6, turning on and turning off operations of each of 
the switching units 611 and 614 are controlled by the 
selecting signals “sel 2z' and 'sel 3Z”. Turning on and 
turning off operations of the Switching unit 612 are con 
trolled by the selecting signal 'sel 1z”. Turning on and 
turning off operations of the Switching unit 613 are con 
trolled by the selecting signal “sel Oz'. Turning on and 
turning off operations of the switching unit 615 are con 
trolled by the selecting signal “sel 37”. 
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In operation, when both selecting signals “sel 2z and 
“sel 3Z’ have a low level, each of NAND gates NAND141 
and NAND62 having received both selecting signals “sel 
2z and “sel 3Z” outputs a high level signal, so that the 
switching units 611 and 164 are turned on. Therefore, a 
signal inputted through node C passes through the delay 
sections 600 and 601, the transformation section 617, the 
delay sections 602 and 603, and the transformation section 
618. Herein, when the selecting signal “sel 3Z’ has a low 
level, the signal passing through the delay section 603 passes 
through the delay section 604 and then is transferred to node 
D through a NAND gate NAND63 and an inverter INV61. 
If the selecting signal 'sel 3Z’ has a high level, the signal 
passing through the delay section 603 is transferred directly 
to node D through the NAND gate NAND63 and the inverter 
INV61. Therefore, when both selecting signals “sel 2z' 
and “sel 3Z’ have a low level, the signal passing through 
the delay section 603 passes through the delay section 604 
and then is transferred to node D through the NAND gate 
NAND63 and the inverter INV61. 

In operation, when the selecting signal 'sel 1z has a low 
level, the switching unit 612 is turned on. Therefore, the 
signal inputted through node C passes through the delay 
sections 600 and 601, the transformation section 617, and 
the delay section 602. In this case, since the selecting signal 
'sel 3Z’ has a high level, the signal having passed through 
the delay section 602 is transferred directly to node D via the 
NAND gate NAND63 and the inverter INV61. As shown in 
FIG. 6, the NAND gate NAND63 receives the signal having 
passed through the Switching unit 615 and a signal of node 
C. 

In operation, when the selecting signal 'sel OZ’ has a low 
level, the switching unit 613 is turned on. Therefore, the 
signal inputted through node C passes through the delay 
section 600. In this case, since the selecting signal “sel 3Z” 
has a high level, the signal having passed through the delay 
section 600 is transferred to node D via the NAND gate 
NAND63 and the inverter INV61. Herein, the NAND gate 
NAND63 receives the signal having passed through the 
switching unit 615 and a signal of node C. 
As shown in FIG. 6, in the case of the test mode, it is 

possible to control a time delay between node C and node D 
by using the selecting signals which are generated by 
combinations of values of the external address signals 
“add O' and “add 1. For example, when the test mode 
signal “tmz 1 has a high level, a delay between nodes C 
and D does not occur. However, when the test mode signal 
“tmz 1 has a low level, a route between nodes C and D is 
enabled, so that a delay route and a delay time between 
nodes C and D can be controlled depending on address 
signals. 

FIG. 7 is a waveform view for explaining the operation of 
the conventional circuit shown in FIG. 2A. 

As shown in FIG. 7, in the case of the conventional 
circuit, the pulse width of an output signal “rdwtstbzp13' 
can be controlled only by logic levels of a signal “tm_clk 
pulsez'. 

FIG. 8 is a waveform view of signals used a circuit 
according to the present invention, in which waveforms of 
signals used in the circuit shown in FIG. 4 is shown. The 
waveform view of FIG. 8 includes a clock signal “clk in', 
a frequency-division signal "dlic4 ref, a frequency-divi 
sion signal "dlic4” having an inverted phase, delay signals 
“dlic4d1 and “dlic4d2, a pulse signal “cmp', flag signals 
“flag 1 and “flag 2, and operation frequency determi 
nation signals “dec Oz'. “dec 1z’, and “dec 2z'. 
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10 
In FIG. 8, the period of the frequency-division signal 

“dlic4 ref is longer than that of “tCK’ by four times. The 
section of a low level of the frequency-division signal 
“dlic4 ref is as long as the “tCK'. The frequency-division 
signal “dlic4” having an inverted phase is a signal phase 
inverted from the frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref, and 
is delayed for a predetermined period of time before being 
outputted. 
The frequency-division signal “dlic4” having an inverted 

phase passes through a delay section having a delay time of 
'delay A, thereby being outputted as the delay signal 
“dlic4d1. Also, the frequency-division signal “dlic4” hav 
ing an inverted phase passes through a delay section having 
a delay time of “delay B, thereby being outputted as the 
delay signal “dlic4d2. Herein, each high level section of the 
frequency-division signal “dlic4” having an inverted phase 
and the delay signals “dlic4d1” and “dlic4d2” is “tCK'. FIG. 
8 shows a case in which “delay A' is smaller than 
“delay B. 

Hereinafter, signal waveforms of FIG.8 will be described 
in more detail with reference to the circuit shown in FIG. 4. 

In an initial state in which all of the frequency-division 
signal “dlic4 ref, the delay signal “dlic4d1 and the pulse 
signal “cmp’ have a low level, initial values of all nodes e. 
f, g, and h have a high level. In this state, if the delay signal 
“dlic4d1 is shifted into a high level prior to the frequency 
division signal “dlic4 ref, the value of node e is shifted into 
a low level. Subsequently, when the pulse signal “cmp” is 
shifted into a high level, the value of node his shifted into 
a low level, so that the flag signal “flag 1 is shifted into a 
high level. 

In contrast, in the initial state, if the frequency-division 
signal “dlic4 ref is shifted into a high level before the delay 
signal “dlic4d 1’, node f is shifted into a low level. Subse 
quently, when the pulse signal 'cmp' is shifted into a high 
level, the value of node g is shifted into a low level, so that 
the flag signal “flag 1 enters a low level. 
As described above, the main point of the circuit shown 

in FIG. 4 is that a logic level of the flag signal “flag 1 is 
determined according to a shift sequence of two compared 
signals “dlic4 ref and “dlic4d1 to the high level prior to 
the shift of the pulse signal “cmp' to the high level. 
The generation course of the flag signal “flag 2 is 

practically identical to the generation course of the flag 
signal “flag 1, so description of the flag signal “flag 2 
will be omitted. 
The amount of delay time represented as “delay A' and 

'delay B is to judge a frequency range of the clock signal 
"clk in'. For example, if the rising edge of the delay signal 
“dlic4d 1’ precedes the rising edge of the frequency-division 
signal “dlic4 ref, an amount of the “delay A' is shorter 
than the period of the clock signal “clk in'. Similarly, if the 
rising edge of the delay signal “dlic4d2 follows the rising 
edge of the frequency-division signal “dlic4 ref, the 
amount of the “delay B is longer than the period of the 
clock signal “clk in'. Therefore, in this case, a relation of 
“delay AztCK-delay B' is obtained. FIG. 8 shows wave 
forms of signals in the case of Satisfying Such a condition. 

FIG. 9 is a waveform view illustrating variation of logic 
levels of flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 depending on 
frequencies of clock signals “clk in'. In FIG. 9, a condition 
of “delay Akdelay B is satisfied. 
As shown as “A” in FIG. 9, when “tCK-delay A', both 

flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 have a low level. 
AS shown as “B” in FIG. 9, when 

“delay AztCK-delay B, the flag signal “flag 1 has a 
high level and the flag signal “flag 2 has a low level. 
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As shown as “C” in FIG. 9, when “tCK>delay B, both 
flag signals “flag 1 and “flag 2 have a high level. 
As described above, it is understood that each flag signal 

includes operational frequency information of the memory 
device. The logic level of each of the operation frequency 
determination signals “dec Oz'. “dec 1z’, and “dec 2z' 
is determined by these flag signals. A delay route of the 
circuit shown in FIG. 5 is determined according to the logic 
levels of the operation frequency determination signals 
“dec 0Z”, “dec 1z’, and “dec 2Z. 

FIG. 10 is a view illustrating waveforms of an output 
signal “rdwtstbzp 13 when a route between nodes C and D 
shown in FIG. 6 is used. As described above, FIG. 6 is a 
circuit diagram used when entering into the test mode by the 
test mode signal “tmz. 1 shown in FIG. 5. That is, during 
the test mode, it is possible to additionally control the 
amount of the delay time by applying address signals to the 
circuit in which a frequency route has been determined. 

FIG. 10 illustrates the selecting signals “sel 3Z”, “sel 
2Z”, “sel 1z’, and “sel Oz obtained through combinations 
of the address signals as described with reference to FIG. 6. 
“A” of FIG. 10 represents waveforms of an input signal 

“extyp8” and its output signal “rdwtstbzp13 when the 
operation frequency determination signals “dec 2z and 
“dec 1z” have a high level and the operation frequency 
determination signal “dec OZ’ has a low level. 

“B” of FIG. 10 represents waveforms of an input signal 
“extyp8” and its output signal “rdwtstbzp13 when the 
operation frequency determination signals “dec Oz and 
“dec 2z' are a high level and the operation frequency 
determination signal “dec 1z” has a low level. 

“C” of FIG. 10 represents waveforms of an input signal 
“extyp8” and its output signal “rdwtstbzp13 when the 
operation frequency determination signals “dec Oz and 
“dec 1z” have a high level and the operation frequency 
determination signal “dec 2z” has a low level. 
As shown in “A”, “B”, and “C” of FIG. 10, it is under 

stood that, as the delay route shown in FIG. 6 becomes 
shorter by controlling the address signals, the pulse width of 
the output signal “rdwtstbzp13’ becomes shorter. 
As described above, the present invention provides a 

method of sensing the operational frequency of the memory 
device and automatically controlling an operation of the 
“Yi pulse signal. 
When the circuit and the method of the present invention 

are used, the pulse width of the “Yi' signal is automatically 
controlled, so that it is unnecessary to perform FIB work for 
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delay tuning whenever the operational frequency is varied. 
Therefore, fabricating cost and time are reduced as com 
pared with the prior art. 

Although a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
has been described for illustrative purposes, those skilled in 
the art will appreciate that various modifications, additions 
and Substitutions are possible, without departing from the 
Scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accom 
panying claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for controlling an enable time of a signal 

controlling an operation of data buses of a memory device, 
the apparatus comprising: 

a pulse width control section for changing the pulse width 
of an input signal depending on the operational fre 
quency of the memory device after receiving the input 
signal, and a clock signal of the memory device in order 
to judge a range of the operational frequency of the 
memory device; 

a signal transmission section for buffering a signal out 
putted from the pulse width control section; and 

an output section for receiving a signal outputted from the 
signal transmission section so as to output a first signal 
for controlling the signal to control the operation of the 
data buses. 

2. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein, the 
shorter the period of the clock signal is, the shorter the pulse 
width of the first signal is. 

3. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the pulse 
width control section further comprises: a frequency divider 
for dividing frequencies of the clock signal; a first and a 
second delay section for receiving a frequency-division 
signal outputted from the frequency divider, and a first 
means for comparing the period of the clock signal and time 
delays of the first and the second delay section with each 
other, so as to change the pulse width of the input signal and 
to select a delay route for the input signal. 

4. The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein the pulse 
width control section further comprises a second means for 
receiving an address signal So as to additionally change the 
pulse width of the input signal and to additionally change the 
delay route for the input signal. 

5. The apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein the first 
means and the second means are connected in series with 
each other, and the second means is used for a test mode. 
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